Product Information Sheet

SpillSmart Portable Bunds
STOR AGE i SECONDARY CONTAI NMENT i ENVIRONMENTALL Y RESPONSIBLE

Along with the challenges of meeting industrial environmental laws, comes responsibilities for all
Management and Executives of Business to achieve Best Practice. EnviroSmart has studied the world
market, and to help your organisation achieve Best Practice, we have developed the following range of spill
bunding products which meet the world’s highest standards in manufacture and application.

Envirosmart has worked with clients to provide portable bunding solutions at a range of sites and situations
varying from Defence Force refueling whilst on maneuvers, B Double wash down bays at Mines and
Helicopter refueling at Airfields. Envirosmart has developed three different systems of portable bunding.
Our bunds are available with 100% memory foam filled sides, air filled sides and collapsible sides in a range
of high quality fabrics to be resistant to a variety of liquids

SPILLBUND – FOAM FILLED SIDES
Bunds with foam filled sides are very robust by nature and can
be used in a variety of situations. The foam will not lose its
shape or memory over time or with use. These are made to
order in any variety of sizes and shapes to suit your
application.

SPILLBUND – AIR FILLED SIDES

Because portability of the traditional foam filled sided bunding (particularly in the larger sizes) can be an issue,
Envirosmart has developed a bund with air filled sides. With either a compressor or foot pump, the sides are
filled with air and can be deflated when the bund needs to be packed away and stored. The sides can still be
driven over as the air simply displaces around the bund. The sides are constructed from two separate layers of
fabric and are designed to stand up to heavy duty use in the field or the factory. Bunds with a combination of
foam and air filled sides can also be fabricated.
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COLLAPSIBLE BUNDS

Collapsible bunds are another popular type of bunding on the market, sold under a variety of names.
Envirosmart’s collapsible bunds are engineered to be more rigid than most on the market, with the arms on the
outside of the bund both for extra stability and to afford more working room inside the bund where space is of
the utmost importance.
Any of the Envirosmart Spillbunds provide spill containment in applications where hydrocarbons or potentially
hazardous chemicals/liquids are stored.
Features
x Flexible side walls for delivery of liquid storage drums.
x Easy to store
x Chemically resistant & UV stable polymer coated fabric.
x Lightweight & easy to clean.
Sizing:
x Custom made to any size / shape that suits your application.
x Available in 100mm / 200mm / 300mm sides

To help us identify the bund type most suited to your requirements, and to allow Envirosmart to
effectively and accurately quote for the right product, we require the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The liquids to be stored in the bund
The volume of liquid to be stored in the bund (total and individual containers)
Will the bund be driven over by vehicles
What size bund will be suitable in the area in question
The type of surface that the bund will be used on

If you require any further information regarding any of our products, please contact one of our staff on
our friendly team on 1300 302 428.
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